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Traumatised by the disappearance of his daughter Claire, Taylor
Bridges’ marriage breaks down, and he exiles himself to Glorys
Crossing in Tasmania. Taylor is the only ranger in this isolated
town. A town dying a slow death as the rising waters of the new
dam project slowly flood it.
Struggling with the guilt of Claire’s disappearance, Taylor is a
chronic sleepwalker. When another young girl the same age goes
missing, Taylor begins to question himself... uncertain of what
happens when he sleepwalks.
It’s a race against time not just to find the missing girl, but in
Taylor’s search for redemption and a past better left lying at the
bottom of a new lake.
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WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING ABOUT

B. Michael Radburn

“A riveting tale of deception and desperation…
an impressive Australian thriller... one for the
dark, cold winter nights ahead” ABC Radio

“Plenty of suspense in this thriller…”
The Australian

“terrifying novel… beautifully evocative…
“This innovative thriller is gripping throughout… disturbingly dark, with brilliantly-created
fast pace and three-dimensional characters
characters, it builds with great tension to
gave it a great momentum”
a gripping climax” ABC Radio
Good Reading Magazine
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